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ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

The purpose of this paper is to raise relevant issues that need to
be taken into account if Assertiveness Training is to be taken up
by disabled people. It is regrettable that, due to time and
financial resources available, this paper is limited in its scope.

A.

THE OBJECTIVES OF ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Assertiveness Training (AT) is about basic human integration and
personal development. Different courses focus on various aspects
of assertiveness depending on who the courses are for (i.e. they
are normally tailor made to fit the requirements of participants),
but in general courses have one main objective: to explore what it
is that stops us from being assertive and communicating
effectively the way we would like to. Assertiveness is about
feeling confident in ourselves and our right to be here; about
asserting our rights in whatever situation where we feel
powerless; about communicating our needs clearly to other people
and in return listening to their needs.

This involves a person learning about themselves and developing
his or her own sense of self worth and personal power, as well as
learning methods and techniques to deal with situations more
assertively and effectively. Developing an awareness of our own
self-esteem and fundamental human worth is the only real
foundation on which assertiveness can be built.

Many of the passive behaviours that we. learn when younger were a
way to survive in a world when we had very little power;
unfortunately, many of us still act out these inappropriate
behaviours today. For example, we often find ourselves saying
"yes" when we actually want to say "no"; or we may be in
situations in which we feel uncomfortable or out of control,
situations where we experience difficulty in 'handling' or 'coping
with' people, whether in a personal, social or work capacity.

Courses aim to free participants to become autonomous individuals,
able to be direct and open about their expectations of others, but
without becoming over-assertive or aggressive: indeed, the
handling of aggression in ourselves and others is explored, as is
the way we handle criticism whenever it is received or given The
dynamics of assertive, aggressive, and passive behaviour is also
explored.

Courses put emphasis on the acquisition of skills which make
communication effective across the whole range of personal
interactions, including appropriate verbal and non-verbal
expression and in examining the attitudes and beliefs which
underlie effective communication. Skills are taught which will be
useful in situations of conflict, in negotiating what we want, and
in receiving and offering criticism. Teaching methods include
theory and practical participation such as exercises, role-play
and the analysis of problem situations where assertiveness is
difficult. Much emphasis is put on discussion and the resources
of the participants themselves to identify areas of conflict which
make assertiveness a problem (i.e. AT is highly participatory)



Fundamentally, then, AT is about being empowered with
confidence and self-esteem to assert our human worth and
rights with responsibility. AT is not, therefore, a
substitute for wider changes in society but, rather, a
tool by which those changes can be achieved.

B.l.

THE VALUE OF ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING FOR OPPRESSED GROUPS

AT can be useful for any group (or individual) who feels oppressed
by the power of others over them and by their own history of
powerlessness due to passive behaviour. It includes, therefore,
learning to deal with issues such as:

* a negative (and therefore, passive) self-image: e.g. low
self-esteem and human worth; allowing others to make decisions
for us, to control us, to manage us. This effectively means a
refusal on our part (whether consciously or unconsciously
desired or undesired) to take responsibility for our own lives'-

* self-advocacy: e.g. knowing how to communicate our requirements
and how to achieve our rights without exploiting or oppressing
others. This involves the use of power with responsibility
with compromise, and with the ability to negotiate with those
with whom we are traditionally passive;

* being aware of our expectations: e.g. are they realistic; too
low; can we cope with having them met; do we know what we want
in practice as well as having theoretical goals, etc?

* coping with limitations: e.g. handling any need to impress
others or pressure to prove ourselves; recognising that the
?£!? f?F »PPr°Priat« help ^ not a sign of weakness; knowing
2£ „dl"erence between reasonable dependence and
over-dependence, reasonable independence and over-independence;

* S?£irn9T.rft?-CriticiSw: .e*9* how do we receive criticism withoutover-reacting or being over-sensitive; how do we give
Swi^eta?" °ritlC1Sm if we are accustomed to bSing

B.2.

DANGERS TO AVOID WITH ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

AT can be very positive or negative depending on two main factors:

* how good or bad the trainers are: e.g. do they, in addition to
being good trainers, tailor make their courses to meet the
requirements of the participants? e

* whether or not participants are suited to AT: e.g. people who
are naturally cynical and suspicious of training, or prefer no?
to admit to or face certain weaknesses in themselves are not
likely to benefit from AT; neither are people who are verv
'private' and who feel threatened by group dynamics Y

exam^e1:^011' ** ^ ^ °f llttle USe' if not harmful, if, for
* skills and techniques are applied inappropriately in dailv

living. Here it is not AT that is at fault but participants



who misuse what they have learnt;

* it is regarded as some kind of 'super cure' that will reverse
passive behaviour over-night once and for all. Assertiveness
is a life-long goal and our experience of it can be up and down
depending on where we are at in our experience of and our
response to life in general;

* it is used as an opportunity by participants for some kind of
psycho-therapy or counselling. AT is not a talking shop for
inappropriately sharing personal problems as a result of
a particular oppression; neither are the trainers necessarily
trained for such a purpose. Such a diversion is particularly
tempting to oppressed groups whose experience of AT might be
the first time they have ever focused on their oppression in
the company and security of others who experience the same
oppression. '

C.l.

THE FORMATION OF GROUPS IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

What shape groups should adopt in AT is of particular importance
to oppressed people if they are not to experiencefurtheroppression. For example, should groups be: "ence tUrtner

* mixed or separate according to gender: e.g. some women in
general often prefer their own separate group^ and some
disabled women in particular find some disabled Sen more
oppressive than their able-bodied counterpart (because of ?he
oppressive nature of disability itself). PEqually, ?here arl
bes?\oh<^ref^ miX6d 9ender groups on the basis'tha? ?t itrill Ufa, °PPressor' because that is a reflection of

* mixed or separate according to physical abilitv e a wo„-m »
mixed group of disabled and able-bodiedfurther' ooortss
disabled people? How does AT reflect asserti^eness in reaT
life if groups are separate? Does separate gSuSs he~lo Sr
hinder integration? Should groups who prefer initial!v in SI
separate eventually go on to participate in mixtSoiouD^AnH
SSJ^i11-"01?0 diSa^6d Pe°ple W>ndPtc^initTally having able
t?finedd)?rainerS U-6- WhilSt disabled trainer. .£" being

* H1-«^S-°f fbilitv amon9st disabled people: e.g. should some
™i!£iXl^ie£.?? excl"ded from AT (e.g. learning difficulties
^oal,d"ablllti6S' co™™nication difficulties) altogether orhave their own groups? will it aff*m- «V^,7« ^ .
if some disabled plopleP need ISLtitoUffith'tSS? iToTher
words, will some disabled groups, by inSSino nSl
unintentionally oppress other disabled groups? h6m'

* mixed or separate accordina to an*, a « *-u~
method of AT may be different9 fo? yTth than t^^llt^ ™*

Another consideration is the size of the nronn n ,•=
agreed that the smaller the group the bet?e? Pe a ™? ^^J1*12-15). y ^ Ulie oeccer le.g. not more than



do we adopt? Do a few make the decisions or do we ask potential
participants to state their preferences? Even seeking the advice
of able-bodied AT trainers will require that we first know what we
want.

C.2.

OTHER PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

b*

1. Staffing: how many trainers should there^per group? Should
staffing include one (or more) disabled person(s) as an apprentice
(i.e. learning 'on the job')? Should trainers be of mixed or
separate gender (i.e. to reflect the make-up of the group)?
Should trainers be local on principle?

2. Preparation: how much time and effort should trainers give
to this? Should trainers meet the participants before hand to
ascertain differing needs or can this be obtained by requiring
participants to answer questions on an application form? Whose
responsibility is it to provide extra facilities ( e.g. signers,
and other specific requirements)?

3 . Time and Place: how long should AT be? Should it stretch
over a few days or several weeks, and how long should a day's (or
night, afternoon, morning, etc.) session last? Such decisions
will involve a consideration of: access and transport; facilities
that are adequate for space, eating, breaks, etc.; sufficient
break times to allow for a slower pace; health factors such as
medication and general tiredness; balance between group cohesion
and time to reflect on the course contents, etc. Should the venue
include a separate room for attendants?

4. Course Cost and Fees: how much will the course cost to set
up? How much do we charge participants and will this depend on,
for example, being Coalition members/non-members, waged/unwaged,
etc.? Will we allow subsidies for those who want to attend but
cannot afford it, and will such subsidies include food and
transport? How much will trainers be paid? Will apprentices
receive payment? What policy do we adopt in the event of
participants dropping out or changing their minds (is their money
returned?) and do we operate a deposit system?

5. Publicity: How and where will the course be publicised? How
do we go about choosing the right words and illustrations that
will communicate positive images of disabled people instead of
able-bodied assumptions about disability and the need for
training? How much description about the course(s) do we include
in the publicity?

6. Recruitment: Who will be responsible for accepting or
rejecting applications and on what basis? What is our policy on
organisations for the disabled referring a disabled person for
training? Is a form-filling recruitment system appropriate or
intimidating and what alternative method is there (e.g. for the
blind, those who have difficulty in writing, etc.)? For example,
in a traditional Adult Education enrolment situation, there is a
'Meet the Tutor' opportunity to get more information before making
a commitment, and other courses often set up a pre-enrolment
discussion session.



7 . Course Content and Structure:

In addition to the general contents which will be defined by the
objectives of AT (as outlined under section A) decisions will have
to be made regarding other inclusions and their priorities. Do
we, for example, include:

* courses in personal development and one-to-one relationships
(e.g. 'coming to terms with yourself);

* courses in counselling;

* courses in management and personnel skills;

* courses in body language (i.e. non-verbal communication);

* giving priority to Rights and Self-Advocacy;

* giving priority to Self-Esteem and Confidence Building
(i.e. Self-Image - this being the heart of AT);

* giving information on disability issues and awareness (e.g. the
Disability Movement, its beginnings, politics, philosophy,
etc.);

* dealing with our response to oppression (e.g. anger,
bitterness, resentment, despair, etc.).

Regarding Course Structure consideration needs to be given to
whether or not we:

* include games, exercises, role-play, etc. and how these can be
made appropriate for disabled people;

* distribute course materials before training (e.g. would
this frighten people off?);

* distribute material (e.g. handouts, etc.) during the training
as additional back-up information;

* develop and produce our own AT Pack for trainers (and
should it be available to other non-Coalition members/trainers
and if so, free of charge or at a price?);

* divide Contents into separate modules/courses/sessions or
include all aspects of AT in one course. If the first, then do
we require that participants take all that is on offer in a
particular order, or can they pick and choose? In addition, do
we require that participants complete a course before taking
another?

* provide refresher courses for participants who want to attend
the same course again.

8. Evaluation: what procedure do we develop to evaluate and
assess the value and effectiveness of our AT courses both from the
point of view of trainers and participants?



D.

CONCLUSION

Apart from the obvious need to formulate a clear policy to take
into account all the above considerations, there is also the need
to be aware that AT for disabled people is likely to be at a
^eiUpa,Ce than-fcxt ^°Uld be for able-bodied participants, andthat this may, therefore, mean allowing for greater levels of
exhaustion and tiredness for both trainers and participants.

Huda B Bishara

April 1989
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